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ABSTRACT Smart Grid (SG) plays vital role in modern electricity grid. The data is increasing with the
drastic increase in number of users. An efficient technology is required to handle this dramatic growth of
data. Cloud computing is then used to store the data and to provide numerous services to the consumers.
There are various cloud Data Centers (DC), which deal with the requests coming from consumers. However,
there is a chance of delay due to the large geographical area between cloud and consumer. So, a concept
of fog computing is presented to minimize the delay and to maximize the efficiency. However, the issue of
load balancing is raising; as the number of consumers and services provided by fog grow. So, an enhanced
mechanism is required to balance the load of fog. In this paper, a three-layered architecture comprising
of cloud, fog and consumer layers is proposed. A meta-heuristic algorithm: Improved Particle Swarm
Optimization with Levy Walk (IPSOLW) is proposed to balance the load of fog. Consumers send request to
the fog servers, which then provide services. Further, cloud is deployed to save the records of all consumers
and to provide the services to the consumers, if fog layer is failed. The proposed algorithm is then compared
with existing algorithms: genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, binary PSO, cuckoo with levy
walk and BAT. Further, service broker policies are used for efficient selection of DC. The service broker
policies used in this paper are: closest data center, optimize response time, reconfigure dynamically with
load and new advance service broker policy. Moreover, response time and processing time are minimized.
The IPSOLW has outperformed to its counterpart algorithms with almost 4.89% better results.

INDEX TERMS Cloud computing, fog computing, smart grid, smart city, load balancing, server broker
policies.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern era, the traditional grid is converted into
Smart Grid (SG) by integrating Information with Communi-
cation Technology (ICT) with it. Further, Renewable Energy
Sources (RESs) are used to reduce the usage of fossil fuels.
SG provides the facility of bi-directional communication.
Smart meters are used to monitor and manage the household
energy consumption of the users, which minimizes the elec-
tricity bill [1]. If the users’ demand is more than the generated
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energy, Control Energy Management System (CEMS) is
used to provide energy [2]. The sole purpose of CEMS is
to minimize the energy consumption and to maximize the
revenue. Similarly, the community Photo Voltaic (PV) with
non-cooperative Stackelberg game theory is introduced to
manage the energy demand of the community consumer [3].
The solutions to fulfill the energy demand of the consumers
through RES and CEMS is applicable only at the com-
munity level. Owing to the rapid increase of smart cities,
smart societies, smart communities and Smart Sectors (SSs),
the demand for energy is increased. Therefore, handling the
consumer demand and request is also a challenging task.
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So, cloud is introduced to store the drastically increas-
ing data. Cloud Data Centers (DC) are deployed to pro-
vide numerous services. Cloud DC is a pool of Physical
Machines (PMs) and there is a huge number of Virtual
Machines (VMs) inside the PMs [4]. Therefore, to manage
the load of PMs and to reduce the energy consumption of
physical resources on a cloud, the game-based theory is
applied in [5]. It is also helpful to predict future load. Another
game based theory with Iterative Proximal Algorithm (IPA)
is proposed to balance the consumer‘s request at the server
level. The Nash equilibrium technique is used to find the
minimum Response Time (RT) value [6]. However, there is
a large geographical distance between cloud and consumers,
which increases the delay. So, fog computing is introduced by
Computer Information System COmpany (CISCO), which is
the intermittent layer between cloud and consumer layer [7].
All these services are provided on the edge of the net-
work which efficiently balances the load of a cloud. Further,
an enhancement is still required to balance the load of fog
servers.

Numerous techniques, mechanisms and algorithms are
proposed in various current literature. In [12], to sched-
ule the user request and minimize the energy consumption
of physical resources, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO),
Binary PSO (BPSO) and BAT algorithms are proposed.
The meta-heuristic algorithms give an efficient and reli-
able solution in both local and global search space. PSO
Non-dominated Genetic Algorithm (PSONSGA) is proposed
by calculating the sum of two metaheuristic algorithms. The
aim of this algorithm is to solve the multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem at fog level [11].

An efficient load balancing at fog layer helps to mini-
mize the RT and Processing Time (PT) of DCs. The imple-
mented bio-inspired algorithms take time to predict the future
load and schedule the tasks on DCs according to incoming
requests on the fog. If the size of a request is large then it is
allocated to DC having a large number of VMs. Because of
this reason, the optimal solution is given by nature-inspired
algorithms. The minimum RT, PT also minimized the com-
puting cost and maintenance cost.

This paper is the extension of [13]. Whereas, the objective
of this paper is to balance the load and minimize the energy
consumption of VMs and handle the user’s request efficiently.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section I-A
provides a problem statement. Section II defines related
work. The proposed system model is defined in Section III,
Section IV defines the mathematical formulation of pro-
posed work, the proposed technique is defined in Section V.
Section VII defines the simulation results and discus-
sion. The last Section VIII gives the conclusion of this
paper. The Table 1 defines the abbreviations, Table 2 and
Table 3 describes the Nomenclature used in this paper.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Yaghmaee et al. proposed the multi-tier communication
architecture for the transfer of energy from the cloud level

TABLE 1. List of abbreviations.

to home-gateway level to overcome the issues of traditional
grid [7]. The cloud, local fog nodes, and home gateway are
the main components of their proposed architecture. The
open automated demand response protocol is proposed at the
home-gateway level, which helps the consumers to manage
their energy consumption. However, no mechanism is pro-
posed to balance the load of a cloud or fog.

Mishra et al. [12] used PSO, BPSO and BAT algorithms to
minimize the energy consumption of PMs in fog computing
environment. The proposed algorithmsoptimized the energy
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TABLE 2. Nomenclature. TABLE 3. Specifications of fog.

of physical computing resources; however, it increases the
delay, which degrades the performance of the whole system.

The efficiency of RT and PT are not considered simulta-
neously in the aforementioned literature. Therefore, to tackle
the aforementioned issues, this work is proposed to devise an
integrated model for cloud and fog based computing in SG
(using nature-inspired algorithm). The aim of this work is to
minimize RT of DCs and PT of VMs along with the cost.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The contributions of this work are described as:

• Three-layered architecture is proposed in SG environ-
ment: cloud layer, fog layer, and the consumer layer.
The dynamic and static DCs are considered to check the
adaptivity of the proposed work.

• An Improved PSO with Levy Walk (IPSOLW) is pro-
posed to balance the consumers’ requests at fog level.

• The cost of VMs, MGs and DC is also minimized.
• The consumers’ request is balanced on the fog layer to
minimize the RT and PT.

• Two scenarios are considered to check the performance
of the proposed system.

II. RELATED WORK
In [16], Xu et al. proposed Dynamic Resource Allocation
Method (DRAM) to balance the load of computing nodes
in cloud and fog environment. The proposed method allo-
cates static resources using dynamic scheduling. However,
the computational time of cloud and fog is not considered.
In [17], Luo et al. proposed multi fog architecture and thresh-
old algorithm. The multi fog architecture is proposed to
enhance the efficiency of the multi-cloud. The algorithm is
proposed to utilize the fog nodes efficiently and to reduce
the delay. Due to their efficient utilization, the RT and PT
of fog nodes are improved. In [8], Liao et al. proposed
pricing incentive Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) and
Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) with a vehicle service
framework. Fog based architecture was proposed to over-
comes the peculiarities of the cloud. The proposed architec-
ture considers the issue of unbalanced computing resource
demands, which improves the flexibility of the traditional
cloud system and balances the internet of vehicles. However,
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the computational time of fog node is not considered which
effects the performance of the whole system.

The RT of mobile users is minimized in order to upload
their applications on geographical distributed clouds. Latency
Aware Workload Offloading (LEAD) strategy is proposed
in [18]. The aim of the proposed strategy is to decrease the
average RT of the request when the load demand is sent to
the cloud. The proposed LEAD algorithm is then compared
with two other algorithms namely: location-aware proposed
algorithm and remote location-aware algorithm. The perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm is also evaluated. On one
side, the RT of mobile users is minimized. On the other hand,
PT of this LEAD algorithm is also considered.

The game-based consolidation method for VMs is pro-
posed in [5]. The aim of this algorithm is tominimize resource
utilization and to balance a load of PMs on cloud DCs.
Two steps are performed to achieve the object. Firstly, every
measured value of resource load is tested by t-test. Secondly,
all online PMs are grouped. The future load of these resources
is predicted by the grey theory. Cloudsim is used to calculate
the results of the proposed method. The resource utilization is
minimized by avoiding unnecessary VM migration. In [19],
the authors proposed a tailored optimization method. This
optimization method is proposed with a fog based environ-
ment at the edge of the network, which is the extension of
the cloud. The aim of the proposed optimization method is to
handle the heterogeneous scale of the fog. Delay is reduced
almost 90% with proposed method. The minimization of the
NP-hard problem is also considered in this work. In con-
trary, placement of VMs become a considerable issue for the
fog. The wide range of applications related to the Internet
of Things (IoTs) are proposed in literature. Several works
are done on different layers of the communication system.
However, interoperability is still not considered. This issue is
approached by Negash et al. [20]. The web virtual of things
is deployed at the middle fog layer. The aim of this method
is to evaluate performance, resource utilization, etc. The
implementation results show efficient resource utilization
with improved performance and interoperability. However,
information on mobile data is not stored properly.

Energy Internet plays an important role to utilize the RES
efficiently and intelligently. The authors in [21] discussed
the efficient forecasting and optimum utilization of energy.
A hierarchical integration architecture is designed for energy
Internet. Further, they proposed an energy forecasting and
enforcement learning scheme is proposed. The aim of the pro-
posed work is to minimize the energy cost based on heuristic
learning and to predict the load of energy. For this purpose,
they used cloud and fog based architecture and results are
evaluated on the basis of E-matrix and RL approach. The
proposed work efficiently predicts the load andminimizes the
energy cost. Still, the performance and PT of the proposed
schemes is not discussed.

The Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is known as an
energy-efficient approach which uploads the tasks on cloud
resources. The problem which is discussed in [22] is how

to load applications on cloud computing in offloading mode.
The agent-based MCC framework is proposed to enable the
requests on cloud resources. The aim of the proposed work
is to increase energy savings among multiple users. The
Dynamic After Filtering (DAF) algorithm is proposed to
solve the optimization problem of the proposed framework
which increases the delay. Fog computing is then used to
solve the aforementioned problem.

In literature, fog is used to extend the services of cloud.
Additionally, it is used in the industrial side to enhance the
scalability and to achieve better performance of the services.
Tseng et al. [24] tackles the problem of compensation
between scalability and operational cost. To overcome these
issues, hypervisor with integrated virtualization fog platform
is introduced and named as fuzzy-based time auto-scaling.
The aim of the proposed work is to provide the solution of
auto-scaling and low cost. The open-source Unix Bench is
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed platform.
After evaluation, they achieved accurate auto-scaling and
less operational cost. However, the error rate and the delay
increase.

Rehmani et al. [24] discussed the rapid changes IoT and
ICT bring in Smart Homes (SHs), societies and industries.
In this work, they concentrated on smart health care using a
fog based environment. They proposed geographically dis-
tributed sensor nodes between fog and cloud to resolve the
energy efficiency, reliability and scalability issues. They also
implemented an IoT based health monitoring system which
enhances the efficiency and reliability of the proposed sys-
tem. However, the cost is not discussed.

The fog and edge-based architecture are proposed
in [25] which is known as Fog/Edge Computing-based IoT
(FECoIT). The proposed architecture with a cyber-physical
system is proposed to make the intelligent transportation
system of SG, SHs, and societies. The cyber-physical trans-
portation system controls the flow of requests from SHs to
edge and fog. Netlog and Cooja are used for simulations. The
fog provides services at the edge of the network with less
latency. However, fog provides limited services.

Kadhim and Seno [26] proposed resource management
strategy and load balancing algorithm. The aim of presenting
these two load balancing algorithms is to optimize the utiliza-
tion of fog servers. The desire of scheduled strategy is to pre-
vent the transference of tasks to the cloud. The authors of this
work performed the simulations using OMNET++. After
simulating the techniques, they calculated the percentage of
resource utilization, bandwidth usage, and meeting deadline.
Moreover, RT is also calculated. The latency is decreased
and request transfer rate to the cloud is also minimized.
On the other hand, RT and PT are interrelated with each
other. However, PT is not calculated. The Energy-Aware Load
Balancing and Scheduling (ELBS) and PSO are proposed
in [27] for optimal scheduling and load balancing using fog
computing nodes. After performing the experiments using
PSO, authors calculated operational time and load balancing
performance. They achieved improvement in the life cycle
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and load balancing on fog computing nodes due to proposed
ELBS and PSO. However, authors did not calculate the cost
of computing nodes.

The fog computing reduces the transmission delay and
alleviates the congestion. Xiao and Krunz [28] focused on
the energy-efficient design of fog computing to support low
latency in internet applications. They also investigated RT of
the end-users and power usage of a fog node. They noticed
an existing tradeoff between optimization framework and
power usage of the fog nodes. To resolve these issues in an
efficient manner, fog platform is used to forward offloading
requests, in which different fog nodes cooperate with each
other. The sub gradient method with dual decomposition and
the distributed Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
via Variable Splitting (ADMMVS) is proposed to reduce the
RT with efficient energy consumption. However, the authors
noticed a tradeoff between fog nodes of the forwarding
offloading requests. In [29], the authors discussed cloud. The
host of cloud servers expands themselves according to the
requirement. The data is stored and processed simultaneously
on the cloud. In the meantime, as the SDN based technology
increases the requests on the cloud also increases rapidly, due
to which the resource management becomes a challenging
ask for the cloud. To solve this issue, Cloud-Pi with a low-cost
testbed at Melbourne laboratory is introduced. The sole pur-
pose of the work done is the efficient utilization of resources.
VMs are allocated in an efficient manner. However, the pro-
posed work is applicable on a small scale area.

In [30], the authors discussed that the main purpose of the
node-based architecture is to provide services at minimum
cost. To fulfill this aim, Tabu search method is introduced.
The aim of this method is to minimize the computational
cost and optimize the RT. The resources are allocated to
the requests and linear programming is used to calculate the
results. The usage of cloud and fog resources is maximized;
on the other side, cost is reduced. For optimum utilization
of resources in SHs, buildings, and societies, Edge Com-
puting (EC) is proposed in [31]. The aim of the proposed
method is to optimize the resource and transfer load from
cloud to edge. The EC performs better in a cloud computing
environment. EC and fog computing provide elasticity to the
resources that provide distributed processing to overcome the
drawback of central architecture. However, the implementa-
tion cost is very high.

The cloud and fog based environment with a Hybrid
Artificial Bee Ant Colony Optimization (HABACO)
load-balancing algorithm is proposed to improve the perfor-
mance of the cloud. In this paper, authors worked on load
minimization on cloud and fog processing nodes. Cloudsim
is used to calculate the RT, PT and cost of physical resources.
However, the utilization of physical resources increases in
the current work [32]. In SG environment, the cloud and fog
are introduced. The energy-efficient approach is proposed
to manage the energy consumption of the fog environment.
However, the computational time of fog and cloud is not
monitored which may increase the chances of delay.

In [34], the concept of 5G-Home Energy Management
Controller (HEMC) is introduced in cloud and fog based
environment. The aim of this HEMC is to enhance the per-
formance of fog by giving a quick response to the consumers’
request with minimum delay. Cloud analyst is used for sim-
ulations. They optimized RT, PT, and cost for two different
scenarios.

The authors in [35] minimized the RT and PT of cloud and
fog computing nodes in SG. They introduced fog based sys-
tem; further, PSO-Simulated Annealing (PSO-SA) and New
Service Broker Policy (NSBP) are proposed. They optimized
RT and PT of fog and cloud computing nodes. However,
operational cost is high.

The proximal Jacobian ADMM is proposed to minimize
the calculation cost of the cloud DCs. Authors reduced the
gauge cost of the cloud nodes by deploying fog in their
proposed architecture. Still, RT and PT of cloud and fog com-
puting nodes are not calculated in their work [9]. Elephant
Herding Optimization (EHO) with genetic, firefly, and BPSO
are proposed to handle the load of SHs [36]. The optimization
techniques are proposed to optimize the load of SHs and
to minimize the electric bill cost. However, when there is
a large number of homes or a large society, it is difficult
for the SH controller to manage the load of all homes. So,
the authors used smart meters for the bi-directional commu-
nication between consumers and fog.

The authors in [43] proposed an auction mechanism for
demand response. This work is done to incentivize the cloud
service providers. These providers operate the geographi-
cally distributed clouds. SGs submit bids to obtain demand
response. The authors in [44] proposed an efficient mecha-
nism to reduce the operational cost and minimizes the rais-
ing energy consumption. Further, fine grained differential
method and precise power capping are presented to enhance
the performance of cloud DCs.

A lot of work has been done to efficiently minimize the
computational cost and energy consumption in DCs. The
authors in [45] proposed an incentive mechanism and server
sharing incentive mechanism. An incentive is given to ten-
ants. This is done to motivate them to minimize the energy
consumption. The authors in [46] proposed an incentive
mechanism for cloudlets to minimize the energy consump-
tion. Quality of services is also ensured. Further, the proposed
bidding policy outperformed other techniques in literature.
However, there is a chance of congestionwhichmay increases
the delay. In [47], the authors proposed an iteration-based
algorithm to solve the aforementioned problem. This mecha-
nism is done especially for mobile clouds while minimizing
the computational cost along with energy consumption. Fur-
ther, quality of services are also enhanced. However, an effi-
cient mechanism is still required to handle cloud DCs as the
number of users and the services are increasing drastically.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, three layered architecture is proposed,
i.e., cloud, fog and consumer layer. Cloud layer contains
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various cloud DC to provide services to the consumers and
to store the data of all users permanently. However, it is far
away from the consumer layer which increases the delay. So,
CISCO introduced fog computing, which is an intermittent
layer between cloud and consumers layer to solve the afore-
mentioned problem. Consumer layer consists of cluster of
Smart Sectors (SSs), buildings, Building Control Unit (BCU)
and smart city.

The top most layer in the proposed system is cloud layer
as shown in Fig. 1. Cloud provides numerous services to
the consumers. Generally, these services are categorized into
three types: first is Infrastructure as a Services (IaaS), which
provides hardware services, e.g., Amazon EC2. Second is
Platform as a Service (PaaS), which provides a platform to the
consumers to run specific applications, e.g., Google Applica-
tion Engine. Third is Software as a Service (SaaS) [37]. The
service provider, utility, and wholesale market are connected
with the cloud. The current rate of the electricity is taken from
the wholesale market and then transmitted to the fog servers.

Fog layer is an intermittent between cloud and consumer
layer to minimize the delay and provide the services at the
edge of the network [7]. Further, it stores data for sometime
and then send it to the cloud for permanent storage. It has
data of all Micro Grids (MGs) and consumers along with
their energy consumption. Consumers send request to the fog
layer, it will first check the status, if the size of the request is
less than the defined threshold, then the request is forwarded
to the MG and it will provide energy to the SHs. Several load
balancing algorithms are used to efficiently balance the load
of fog servers. Further, service broker policies are used to
device which DC will fulfill the requirement of consumers.
The allocation of requests to DC depends on the size and
load of the fog DC. If fog is unable to meet the requirement
of user, it will send the request to the cloud. The detailed
specifications of these three fog servers are defined in Table 3.

Then, there is a consumer layer in which smart city has
three SSs and each SS has two clusters of buildings. There are
500 numbers of smart buildings in scenario 1 and 1000 num-
ber of smart buildings in scenario 2. The smart buildings
are made up of SHs and Smart Appliances (SAs), which are
controlled by BCU. Moreover, their energy consumption is
also monitored by BCUs. Further, two MGs are placed near
each SS to provide energy. The MG consists of renewable
resources, i.e., wind turbines, solar panels, generators, and
batteries. The additional or remaining energy of one MG can
be shared with other cluster neighbor located in the same
SS. The proposed model is graphically represented in 1. We
proposed IPSOLW to efficiently balance the load of fog layer,
which minimizes the delay.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
There are several consumers who send requests to top
layers. The set of consumers are represented as C =

{C1,C2,C3, . . . , Cn}. The set of requests sent by customers
areCR = {Cr1,Cr2,Cr3, . . . ,Crn}. TheCR processed by the
fog layer optimizes the power consumption of the consumer.

The requests that are generated from the clusters of SSs have
various sizes. In proposed scenario 1, the size of the request
is fixed, i.e., 5000 and in scenario 2, the size of requests are
generated randomly between the range of 1000-5000. When
the consumers send requests to the fog for some specific
services, the service broker policies allocate requests to the
DCs according to their required demand.

Ttransfer = Y/BWpressure. (1)

where,

BWpressure = BWtotal/KR. (2)

BWtotal is the total available bandwidth over the Internet.
Y is the single request, and KR is the current status of the
transmitted request. The delay which occurred during this
procedure is known as transmission delay. Eq. 1 and 2 are
taken from [37]. Transmission delay is calculated in Eq. 3:

Totaltransmissiondelay = Totallatency + Totaltransfer . (3)

Totallatency is the total latency of the network. Totaltransfer
includes all the time needed to transfer data.

The number of VMs required to run the consumers’ tasks
are given as VM = {VM1,VM2,VM3, . . . , VMn}. The V ∗

presents the set of VMs and the processing speed of VMs is
calculated in Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The
length of consumers’ requests is denoted by LCRi. The SPj
is the processing speed in MIPS. The processing speed is
calculated in Eq. 4. The formula to calculate processing speed
is also defined in [12].

SPj =
LCRi
SPj

. (4)

The maximum time taken by VMs to complete the con-
sumers’ tasks is known as makespan. Eq. 5 shows the calcu-
lation of the makespan of consumer requests [12] and [35].
Where, CRrj shows the total completion or total execution
time of the consumer request.

MakeSpan(CRrj). (5)

The objective is to maximize the performance and minimize
the RT,

Performancek = 1/ExecutionTimek . (6)

Eq. 6 describes the execution time of DC.
Where, 1/ExecutionTimek defines the RT of any specific

DC and 1 represents the processing or execution time of that
specific DC. This equation is defined in [49].

(CRrj) defines the completion time of consumers’ requests
allocated to VMs. Eq. 7 defines the overall RTk,j of DCs
on the basis of defined VMs. Eqs. 6-11 are inspired from
[34], [35] and [36].

RTk,j =
∑
k

εVMn(CRrj)/Makespan× setofVMs (7)
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FIGURE 1. Three layered architecture.

The second objective is to minimize the PT of VMs,

PT =
K∑
i=1

R∑
j=1

(PTK ,R × αK ,R). (8)

The aggregation of
∑K

i=1 DCs and consumer requests
∑R

j=1
are shown in Eq. 8. It means that PT is calculated on the basis
of the defined number of fogs and consumer requests that are
considered in the two scenarios.

The estimated cost per VM is of two types, i.e., total
fixed cost and recurring cost. These types of costs depend on
the deployment of VMs. TotalFixedCostofVM describes the
cost of deployed VMs. Recurringcost or expected life cycle
cost depends on the cost of the physical resources that are

used to meet the consumer’s requirements. Eq. 9 defines the
estimated cost for each VM.

EstimatedVMcost = TotalCostofVM + Recurringcost. (9)

This equation defines the total cost of VMs. PRcost is
the cost of the physical resources on which VMs are imple-
mented. The implemented cost is the cost of VMs. The
maintenance cost of each VM is also included in this cost.
The software cost that is installed on the VM to run the
applications and programs related to consumer request are
also included in this cost. The number of requests in terms
of instructions are given as Ir and the length of instructions
given as LT are used to define the recurring cost in this
work, Ir × LT are the number of instructions executed on the
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defined number of VMs per second and calculated in terms
of MIPS.

The cost of a VM is calculated by the number of instruc-
tions executed in a given time. The Eq. 10 defines the number
of instructions running on the VMs. The cost is calculated on
the basis of instructions run on any VM.

VM c
TL = (Ir × costMIPS). (10)

where, VM c
TL defines the overall cost of VMs, c defines the

cost, T describes the task and L is the length of the incoming
consumer request. The overall cost of VMs is calculated in
Eq. 11. This cost depends on the length of the tasks running
on fixed number of VMs.

CostVM =
Z∑

LT=i

VMC
LT . (11)

The MG is deployed between the consumer and fog layer.
MG supplies energy to the consumer and the whole energy of
MG depends on RES. The cost of MG is calculated in Eq. 12
GSP defines the overall expenses of Solar Panel (SP), GFC
represents the Fuel Cell (FC). TheGPV describes the PV cost.
The Wind Turbine (WT) of MGs are described as GWT .

MGCost = GSP + GFC + GPV + GWT . (12)

The total cost of MG of the system is defined in Eq 13.

MGcost = MGcost × PrMG. (13)

PrMG defines the physical resources cost of MG. The Eq. 14,
describes the total cost of the system. The VM cost defines
the over all cost of the VMs having fixed size. The cost of
MG is the overall cost of RES.

To calculate the cost of VMs, the cost of per VM server
including PMs and hypervisor, etc., are all defined. These cost
equations are taken from the [35].

TotalCostsystem = CostVM + CostMG + CostDT . (14)

These cost equations are defined and calculated in [35].

V. LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
When a huge number of requests come to the fog, it is
necessary to make an efficient utilization of fog resources.
There are a number of VMs inside PMs to execute the
consumers’ requests. The performance of these hardware
resources depends on the size of VMs and capacity. The fog
has a large number of DCs containing a large number of
PMs. In this paper, user requests are allocated to the defined
number of VMs. A mechanism is required to balance the
load of rapidly increasing consumers. Various meta-heuristic
algorithms are proposed to manage the consumers’ request
on the fog. In this paper, IPSOLW is proposed to balance
the requests of the consumers. The main aim to implement
a bio-inspired algorithm is that it gives the best optimal solu-
tion. Further, meta-heuristic techniques are not greedy and are
problem independent. These techniques allow to explore the
search space and give efficient solutions according to global

and local search space. PSO and IPSOLW are explained
below.

A. PSO
PSO mimics the behavior of flocking birds and school of
fishes. However, it stucks in local optima and there is a
problem of premature convergence in it. Following equation
is used to find the position of a particle [12]:

X (t+1)
i = X (t)

i + V
(t+1)
i (15)

where X (t+1)
i represents the position of ith particle at iteration

t+1, V (t+1)
i is the velocity of ith particle at iteration t+1 and

Vi is the velocity vector. Following equation is used to find
the velocity of a particle [12]:

V (t+1)
i = ω × V (t)

i + c1× rand()⊕ (pbesti − X ti )

+ c2× rand()⊕ (gbest − X ti ) (16)

where ω is inertia weight, c1 is cognitive weighting factor,
c2 is a social weighting factor, rand () is a stochastic compo-
nent of algorithm which is 0.5 and ⊕ shows the element by
element multiplication.

B. IPSOLW
In this paper, different meta-heuristic algorithms are investi-
gated or evaluated. An IPSOLW is proposed, which updates
the velocity of a particle with LW. The purpose of this
algorithm is to overcome the limitations of PSO, i.e., pre-
mature convergence of PSO and stucking in local optima.
An IPSOLW takes long jumps toward global optimization
to overcome the issues of PSO. Initially, in the search space,
the particles are randomly distributed, similar to PSO. Then,
LW is used to update the velocity of each particle. The
position of a particle is calculated using Equation 17.

X t+1i = V t+1
i (17)

and

Levywalk (X
(t)
i ) = (X (t)

i )+ step⊕ random(size(Xi)) (18)

where

step = stepsize⊕ X (t)
i (19)

In this work, it is used to allocate the consumers’ requests
to the implemented resources and performs load balancing.
The proposed algorithm exhibits the nature of both the swarm
and the levy random behavior. The algorithm works similar
to the nature of the swarm, i.e., particles search for best
position. When the best position is found, it updates the
local best position of particle. In the proposed algorithm,
the velocity of particle swarm is updated with LW because of
its premature convergence. It initializes VMs and fogs in the
case of load balancing. Besides, the probability of fitness is
calculated with respect to DC. Our environment is fog based,
so the fogs act as a source of the best position. Therefore,
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Algorithm 1 IPSOLW
Start
Initialize the position of particles randomly P inside the
swarm;
Search for list of VMs and DC;
j = DCs;
i = VMs;
for t = 1:24 do

Let Y is a random position of search space;
Evaluate the position of the DC;
Initialize the memory of each VM;
Update the current position of the
particle with current best position;
While iter ≤ itermax

Determine the VMsize;
Calculate transmission delay using equation 3;
Compute the RT using equation 7;
Compute the PT using equation 8;
for i = 1 : DC do

Randomly LW get a VM j to follow DC i;
Define awareness probability;
if r j ≥ APj,iter then

x i,iter1 = x i,iter + r iX (mj,iter − x i,iter )
else

x i,iter+1 = Y ∗;
end if

end for
end while
Check the feasibility of new fog;
Evaluate the new position of the PVM;

end for

the implemented load balancing algorithms help VMs to find
the best feasible solution in random search space with the LW,
it provides less optimization value in less time.

VI. SERVICE BROKER POLICIES
The services broker policies are used to select the suitable DC
which provides the services to the consumers efficiently. The
fog is selected on the basis of RT, PT, size of request, load
on the DC, etc. The request is allocated to the DC according
to the policy used. The CDC, ORT, and RDL are the service
broker policies, which are defined in [37]. CDC selects the
DC, which is closest to the user to minimize latency; the
selection of DC in ORT depends on the RT; while RDL
dynamically selects the DC, either considering distance or
response time. Further, NASBP is described in [35]; which
selects the potential fog from the same region by checking its
history; and named as ORTPolicy.

VII. RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
The simulations are done using “Cloud Analyst tool” for
24 hours [37]. This paper considers two different scenar-
ios to evaluate meta-heuristic techniques and service broker
policies. The sets of 50, 75 and 100 VMs are considered

FIGURE 2. Average response time.

to run different applications. The BAT, CLW, PSO, BPSO,
and GA are implemented and compared with IPSOLW algo-
rithm. A smart city with three SSs is considered to evaluate
the results of both scenarios. In the city, each SS has its
own fog. These VMs are located on 5-20 number of PMs.
There are two clusters in each sector. For implementation,
the X86 architecture with Linux OS and Xen virtual machine
manager is used. The speed of fog processors is 1000 MIPS.
Further, two scenarios are considered to check the adaptivity
of the proposed algorithm. In first scenario, the requests size
per hour is static, i.e., 1000 requests while in second sce-
nario, the size of requests per hour is dynamic, i.e., between
1000-5000. In the proposed scenarios, simulations are done
using “CloudAnalyst” tool [37].

A. SCENARIO 1
In this scenario, the request of consumers from three cities
is calculated and processed by fixed number of VMs,
i.e., 50 VMs, 75VMs and 100VMs. Fixed size request is gen-
erated, i.e., 1000 requests per hour from consumer side. The
static environment is considered in which all service broker
policies along with service broker policies are evaluated. The
RT depends on the distance of DCs in fog.
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FIGURE 3. Average processing time.

1) RESPONSE TIME
The time interval between sending a request and receiving a
response from DC through the Internet is known as RT [37].
The proposed IPSOLW is compared with GA, BAT, CLW,
PSO, BPSO and their RT is computed. Further, the RT of
the load balancing algorithms is calculated with four service
broker policies: CDC, ORT, RDL and NASBP. The RT is
calculated in terms of Milli Seconds (ms).

In Fig. 2(a), the RT of 50 VMs is shown for scenario one.
The RT of proposed IPSOLW with three different broker
policies, i.e., CDC, ORT and RDL is better than the existing
algorithms. However, the RT of IPSOLW with NASBP is
not better, i.e., it takes 195.31 ms to respond because the
requests are being assigned to those DCs, which are located
near and are having a large number of requests. The VMs take
time to respond to consumer request, which increases the RT.
The RT of 75 VMs is calculated and graphically represented
in Fig. 2(b) for fixed number of request size. The overall RT
of IPSOLW isminimum because of LW. LW takes long jumps
toward the optimality. IPSOLW achieved 4.86% better RT
as compared with existing techniques. The RT of 100 VMs

FIGURE 4. Cost.

for 5000 requests is shown in 2(c). The proposed IPSOLW
outperformed the counterparts. It achieved 6.07% better RT
with CDC service broker policy. However, the overall RT of
the PSO is not good because of its premature convergence.

2) PROCESSING TIME
The PT depends on the time taken by VMs to process the
request [37]. The PT also depends on the size of the requests.
The RT and PT are interrelated. If the VMs take large time to
process the consumers’ request the DCs will take more time
to give a response to consumers’ requests [35]. The hardware
resources also effect PT of VMs. The larger the size of
hardware in DC is, more optimal the PTwill be. The PT of 50,
75 and 100 VMs is shown in Fig. [3(a)-3(c)], respectively.
The PT of proposed IPSOLWwith NASBP achieved 15.70%,
2.89% and 4.89% better results respectively with 50, 75 and
100 VMs.

3) COST
The cost for using different load balancing andmeta-heuristic
algorithms are calculated for scenario 1. The cost of defined
SSs on the basis of 5000 fixed requests are given in Table 4.
The total cost of these algorithms is the sum of VM, MG, and
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TABLE 4. Cost of scenario 1.

FIGURE 5. Average response time.

DT cost. The physical resources of DCs effect the VM cost.
The VM, MG, and DT cost of all proposed and implemented
balancing algorithms are mostly the same in the case of 50,
75 and 100 VMs because of the fixed number of VMs. The
cost of MG is also the same in each policy because the MG
assigned to every SS has the same number of RESs. The cost
is calculated in terms of dollar $.

The Fog 1, Fog 2 and Fog 3 defines the number of fogs
assigned to the SSs. The VM cost is almost same for all
fogs because of the defined number of VMs. This VM cost
consists of size, usage and recurring cost of VM. MG cost
includes: cost ofGSP,GFC ,GPV andGWT . The cost of MG
is also the same because the resources assigned to SSs are also
same. The DT of the defined scenario is also same because of

FIGURE 6. Average processing time.

fixed request size. Fig. [4(a)-4(c) show the cost for 50, 75 and
100 VMs, respectively.

B. SCENARIO 2
In the second scenario, static environment is considered in
which the request size varies between 1000-5000. How-
ever, the number of VMs is same, i.e., 50, 75 and 100.
The specifications of implemented hardware are same as
mentioned in scenario 1.

1) RESPONSE TIME
The RT is calculated for dynamically generated requests
from the clusters of SSs. This scenario is considered to verify
the adaptivity of the proposed algorithm for dynamically
allocated requests. The RT of IPSOLW for NASBP achieved
4.61%, 4.61% and 6.00% better results with 50, 75 and
100 VMs, respectively. The RT for scenario two is shown
in Figs. 5(a)-5(c).

2) PROCESSING TIME
The PT of 50, 75 and 100 VMs is graphically shown
in Fig. 6(a)-6(c). The proposed algorithm outperformed the
existing techniques. It achieved almost 5.21% better results.
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TABLE 5. Cost of scenario 2.

FIGURE 7. Cost.

It is concluded that the PT of meta-heuristic algorithms
decreases in a dynamic environment.

3) COST
The cost for the dynamic environment is calculated. The
physical resources considered in this scenario is same like
scenario 1. The tabular form of cost for scenario 2 in given
in Table 5. In this case, the DT cost against each fog sector is
different because different number of requests are assigned to
the DCs. There is also a minor change between the VM and
MG cost due to size and load. The Figs. [7(a)-7(c)] show the
cost of load balancing algorithms against randomly generated
requests.

The reason ’’Cloud Analyst’’ gives same results in both
scenarios of cost is because (i) the cost per VM $/ Hr, (ii) the
memory cost $ /sec., (iii) physical hardware units are already
defined for DCs. There is a variation in DT cost and total cost
because of their optimal nature.

We concluded that the proposed algorithm outperformed
the counterparts because of following reasons: GA uses ran-
domness for mutation and cross-over, which may skip the
most appropriate elements. PSO, BAT and BPSO algorithms
stuck in local optima. The hybrid of LW with PSO prevents
premature convergence and accelerates global optimization.
The simulation results also advocate the efficiency of pro-
posed IPSOLW.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a multilayer architecture for an efficient opti-
mization of resources is presented. The proposed system
model includes consumer layer, fog layer and cloud layer.
The consumer layer communicates with cloud layer via the
fog layer through IoT devices. Cloud then provides services
to the consumers via fog layer. Actually, fog is an intermittent
layer between cloud and consumer. The IPSOLW is proposed,
which is the hybrid of PSO and LW. It is then compared with
PSO, BAT, GA, BPSO and CLW algorithms. The RT and
PT of the DCs is calculated on the basis of status relative
to the average maximum and minimum consumption of the
DC. The cloud layer takes the current electricity rates from
the utilities and provides it to consumer layer through the
fog, which helps the consumers to optimize their energy
consumption. The energy is provided to the SH according
to their demand. The proposed meta-heuristic algorithm out-
performed the counterparts in both scenarios with NASBP.
The other details related to proposed IPSOLW are discussed
in section VII. The IPSOLW takes less time to transfer data
from bottom to top and top to bottom layer. Overall IPSOLW
performs better among all other algorithms. The results show
that the delay and latency decrease, when the overall compu-
tation time of each policy is minimized.
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